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For Debate . . 0

One cheer for Flowers?

MISANTHROPE*

The students of King's College, London, ended their spirited
reply to the Report of a Working Party on Medical and Dental
Resources in the University of London (chairman Lord Flowers)
with the thought from Le Malade Imaginaire that "Most men
die of their remedies, not of their diseases," an apt rejoinder
to Lord Flowers's quotation from Bacon that "No remedies
cause so much pain as those which are efficacious." Truth has
many sides: Moliere perhaps puts therapeutics in a nutshell
while Bacon might have a message for rationalisation. But, to
continue with Moliere, let me approach the matter in the spirit
of Le Misanthrope, whose frankness was both his strength and
his weakness and he paid for it with his friends. Let me be
frank and not forfeit my London friends in the heat of the
moment: forgive the pseudonym.

Background to change

In short, the background seems to be this: the London
deans, the Medical Advisory Committee of the University,
and the Department of Health saw a need for change. The
deans feared that financial support for medical teaching in
London would soon be insufficient to support all the medical
and dental schools and postgraduate institutes as viable units.
In response to this concern the vice-chancellor set up a working
party to advise him. If the working party agreed that there was
a problem (which it did) it was to suggest how medical education
in London could best be reorganised to withstand the financial
pressures, and if it considered it necessary to phase out one
or more schools then it was to suggest which schools and when
(which it has).
Now that the Flowers working party has courageously and

uncomfortably reported, few schools and institutes seem to
want anything to do with their recommendations. The Depart-
ment of Health was at the same time concerned at the over-
provision of hospital services in central London now that the
population is moving out and appreciated that there were

*The author is a consultant with teaching responsibility.

implications for teaching. It asked the London Health Planning
Consortium to advise it.

What is beautiful?

Argument in the university is essentially financial, academic,
and pastoral. Pastoral fears were well expressed by the Lancet,
which saw Flowers as a potential threat to "the integrity,
corporate sense of purpose, and individually creative style of
each school." Larger schools clearly run the risk ofimpersonality,
but no one knows where the balance of advantage in size
precisely lies. "Small is beautiful" is the general and under-
standable cry, but how small is both beautiful and best, and
what is "beautiful" and what is "best" ? Most agree that small
is cosy, but the optimum size (or structure) of a preclinical
school has never been defined. Clinical teaching in small
groups around the patient is not challenged by Flowers: on that
front he suggests only that students should be directed towards
hospitals in the most populous areas.
Whether or not larger preclinical schools have solid economic

virtues requires more facts than have yet been produced by
either side, but is it really fair to argue that because British
Steel and British Leyland are in a mess a preclinical school with
an annual intake of 250 students will automatically be a disaster ?
Or, indeed, that because older buildings are cheaper to run
new schools should close and old remain? London medical
schools are the size they are largely by chance, not by scientific
proof of either academic or financial optimum, while the
concentration of hospitals in central London simply reflects
demographic history.
The academic benefit which Lord Flowers sees in his

working party's proposals seems to be part design and part a
byproduct of the moves prompted by economic considerations.
Each larger school would be able to develop a comprehensive
range of departments equal to the changing emphasis of the
course-departments large enough to be academically viable
even if eroded by further financial cuts. Small, isolated post-
graduate institutes would become exposed to the constructive
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criticism and support of a wider range of disciplines (and,
judged from the meagre research funds attracted by some of
these institutes, they could benefit from stimulation).

Questions of quality

Convenience and cost of operation should be amenable to
precise definition, but considerations of quality of education in
this context, where each preclinical school is already apparently
more than adequate, can decide nothing. It has yet to be shown
that the structure of the course determines the quality of
medical graduates, not least because no one can define a good
doctor. This is not surprising, because the question really is:
"Good for what ?" and the range of career opportunities is very
wide. Huff and puff as we may, we might be wise to settle for
diversity of scale, curriculum, and organisation within a frame-
work better able than the current one to withstand financial
strain, and this is precisely what Lord Flowers, to give him
credit, has proposed.

Political debate about the framework of London's health
services and medical education has generated little more than
hot air: well-intentioned, diffuse, and unashamedly partisan.
It is both right and reassuring that patients are grateful but
their testimony adds no greater weight to one hospital than to
another (nor detracts from the hospitals not built where they
need to be). Even students are sufficiently forgetful and forgiving
to regard their alma mater as the best. Professional politicians
have been the worst offenders, raising serious doubts about
their competence to judge any issue on its merits. If reports are
to be believed three members of Parliament declared that the
Westminster Hospital should be preserved because it had saved
their lives (so perhaps it should be but not for that reason).
Droves of MPs have signed their petition, along with hosts of
schoolchildren in west London with their customary ardour

for petitions of protest. Would Mr Ennals, recently Minister
of State for Health and Social Security, really have been
prominent in this campaign if he had had to act on the rec-
ommendations of the London Health Planning Consortium-
as well he might but for the fickleness of electoral fortune ? His
gratitude apart, are he and his colleagues quite sure that they
would not have survived across the river at St Thomas's rather
than down the road? Is this the quality of political reason?
No one could have expected fragrance from Flowers: too

many conflicting interests and loyalties were at stake. Many
have smelt conspiracy, but some have detected a scent of slightly
bitter spring. At the end of the day decisions must be made
here, as in clinical medicine, on evidence less than conclusive.
The members of the Flowers working party represented a wide
range of experience, and their judgment of the balance of
advantage and disadvantage cannot be lightly tossed aside by
self-interested parochialism. The time is never right for change.
There never will be a moment when money has not recently
been invested in this or that hospital or school. It never will be
agreeable to accept the loss of something good to shore up what
remains, but it may be necessary.

The worst decision

The worst decision on the Flowers and London Health
Planning Consortium Reports would be none. The credibility
of the university (especially its vice-chancellor) and of the
Department of Health and Social Security (especially its
Minister of State) is at stake. When the solid core of reason in
both reports has been carefully dissected out will the courage to
implement be there ? If not now, then never.

(Accepted 31 March 1980)

MATERIA NON MEDICA

Three stars

As far back as I can remember I have been very fond of food. At first
my enthusiasm was more quantitative than discriminating but latterly
gastronomy has become one of my main interests. Unkind friends
suggest from time to time that it is my only interest. I first became
aware of the star system of grading restaurants in the Michelin Guide
in 1949, when my wife and I paid the first of many visits to France by
car. At that time currency restrictions ruled out any question of one
star meals, let alone those in the higher categories.
As time went on, things improved and we worked our way through

selected one star and occasionally two star restaurants, finally having
six dinners in all in four graded as three star. In the current Michelin
Guide these establishments are described as follows: "Here one will
find the best cooking in France, worthy of a special journey. Superb
food, the epitome of French cooking. Fine wines, faultless service,
elegant surroundings . . . one will pay accordingly!" Personally I
prefer the comment in past Guides-"In these restaurants price has
no meaning."
The number of three star restaurants has always been small. In the

1979 Guide there were 19 and in past years considerably fewer. It is
not easy to keep at the top. Of the four restaurants in our small
experience, only one is still graded three star, the Auberge du Pere
Bise at Talloires. This, by a small margin, is our favourite, the decid-
ing factor being the magnificent situation on the shore ofLake Annecy.

All four restaurants had similar characteristics. They were fairly
small, the menu was limited, the food was superb, there was no music,
and the service was superlative and friendly. One morning about 6.45,
after a three star dinner the previous evening, I was checking the car
for the final run to the Channel coast when the patron drove into the
hotel yard. He had been to market and he told me that he did this
every day himself. Dedication at this level is necessary to maintain
peak standards.

In those days it was possible to have a magnificent three star meal
with wine for two people for under £ 10. Alas, things are very different
today. In the current Michelin Guide, the minimum price for a set
meal at the Auberge du Pere Bise is about C22 per person without wine.
Henceforth we must live on our memories.-ARTHUR SUTHERLAND
(gynaecologist, Glasgow).

Disturbing the ecosystem?

They say that farm cats stake out their territory around the steading
and regulate their numbers by food available, so generating what I
suppose it is fashionable to call an ecosystem. My observations on our
hillside make me feel that things are not quite so simple, partly because
of the intervention of man or, to be more accurate in this case, woman.
Cats are animals that rouse strong emotions both for and against. My
wife is an unashamed "for," so that the sight of an animal that in any
slightest way looks underprivileged immediately sets her running for
the food dish. In consequence she has acquired a devoted following of
the semi-feral animals which abound on the farms to either side of us.
The territorial imperative that they are supposed to display breaks
down so that they co-operate quite happily in demolishing the large
quantities of scraps that are supplied almost on demand. Even after we
have left the house unoccupied for six weeks the gang is back within
24 hours ofour arrival.
What this is doing to the ecosystem time will tell. Certainly it is

extending the territory of the tomcat from the lower farm so perhaps
encouraging interbreeding. But also it may be providing a feline
welfare state in which Darwinian principles no longer operate. Lastly,
it may not be altogether kind because with our departure the animals
are thrown back on the scanty resources of the frozen countryside.
One would like to have some way of studying the problem but the best
one can do is watch the number of animals and their survival like a
good epidemiologist should and hope that the disturbing factor of
human sympathy is also regulated unconsciously so as not to unsettle
too much the balance of nature.-H A F DUDLEY (professor of surgery,
London).
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